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EDITOR'S CORNER

)

here is every reason, I believe, to be pleased
with the results of our efforts with both The
Tool Chest and the Southern Cross during 1994.
Each has developed out of member suggestions and
participation, and in particular, The Tool Chest has this
year directly and strongly reflected the interests and
priorities of club members. We have thus reached something
of a milestone at this time: a journal of some standing
which is responding to member needs and interests. It is
important that it continues to improve, however, and there
are two significant tasks which will assist this.
Firstly, there is an insert for members to vote for the
very first time for their choice for the Jock Watson Award.
This will be presented to the writer of the most notable
and popular contribution to the HTPAA this year through The
Tool Chest . There have been significant and interesting
contributions during this year, and it is pleasing to look
back and remember these offerings. The time people take to
commit pen to paper is very gratefully acknowledged, and
the result of our very first Jock Watson Award voting is
eagerly awaited. Eat your heart out Brownlow!
In addition to this we have a further Member Survey
relating to our planned future publications program. Please
study the proposed program carefully. We are very open to
changes and suggestions, especially when we have members or
others who can assist with the writing and development of
the suggested articles. What we would especially like to
identify through the Member Survey are writers and
contributors as well as general suggestions. In particular
we would like to hear what each member can reasonably
contribute to continue the fine traditions of The Tool
Ch est. Please, as I mentioned, give it your best
consideration and return your survey sheet promptly to the
address given. Eager Editorial Board members are waiting to
see the results and turn your suggestions into published
reality!
DEADLINE FoR
WEDNESDAY,
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axe until I became a tool
collector. I now have two by
Elwell Forge of Wednesday in
Staffordshire, and two by W.A.
Lyndon of Birmingham, both of
these l ocalities being in
England's
traditional
industrial heartland.
Huntingdon produced crucible
steel in the early part of the
eighteenth century. However, it
did not seem possible for some
manufacturers to produce tools
like
axes
as
a
fully
homogeneous product in forged
or carbon s teel during the
nineteenth century, or even the
early twentieth century. Thus,
early English mortise axes were
produced by a technique which
was also used for felling axes,
probably in both England and
U.S.A., up until about 1910.

Anthony Horden & Sons,
Sydney,1923 Catalogue
The Tool Chest Vo! 6, No 3

This is how it was done. To
make a mortise axe which had a
blade some two inches wide by
ten inches long with peaks on
the top and bottom of each side
of the eye, ( similar to a
broadaxe or Kent pattern
felling axe), a strap of steel
or wrought iron was taken.
After heating in a forge, it
was bent in a tight 'U' shape
around an eyepin. A billet of
carbon steel was then inserted
in the mouth of this 'U', and
with a suitable flux (usually
river sand), the whole blade
was blacksmith welded after
being raised, of course, to the
help
c orrect
heat .
To
accomplish this, probably a
steam hammer or waterwheel
driven trip hammer was used. It
will be remembered that steam
hammers operating with great
November, 1994
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precision had been �n use since their invention in the
early nineteenth century by Naismith, the English engineer
genius. Following the insertion of the cutting edge, the
axe was completed by welding a poll to the back of the head
to protect it against damage from hammer blows and other
indiscriminate use. It was then heat treated and ground to
final shape.
An axe manufactured by this
method is fairly easy to pick
because the welded-on poll is
quite easy to see. A couple
of passes on a bench grinder
down the long edges of the
blade will soon show the
inserted billet of carbon
steel. This technique can
also be seen in English
chopping axes as well as some
American axes, but is not the
case with broadaxes. With
broadaxes the steel billet
was not inserted but 'laid
on' to the side of the axe by
a refined version of the
blacksmith's weld. Both parts
were then heated to red heat
and hammered together. Keen
eyed collectors will find
other articles like early
drawknives and heavy scissors
where the same technique has
been employed.
Where mortise axes are found complete with handles, these
will be straight and frequently much shorter than in other
axes. There is no 'drop' or 'cast off' of the handle as
with broadaxes. This shorter-length handle can be explained
as making the axe easier to use. My axeman friend, the late
Clive McIntosh of KY.ogle, held however, that handle length
was a matter of skill. He insisted that he
could use the axe with a full-length handle.
Like the broadaxe, the mortise axe handle is
straight and does not terminate in a 'lump'.
The cut ting edge of a mortise axe is
bevelled from both sides.
Clive McIntosh held that the
m ortise
axe
in
its
The Tool Chest Vol 6, No 3
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traditional Eng lish
form was not as good
an axe in practice as
an
Australian
version, where an
ordinary felling axe
has the section in
front o f the eye
by
drawn
out
a
blacksmith to mortise
axe shape (and these
are fairly frequently
f o u n d).
Cl i v e Single Mortise Axes (Tx 8S2)-believed that the
I�
I�
'.!
2A in.
'2g
I 0/6
extra metal in the
I 1/9/9/9
''2/depth of the eye gave
useful weight to the axe. He also felt that English mortise
axes were unnecessarily long and this 'fault' is not
usually repeated in the Australian axe.

Universal Providers. s�rdne1j"

There are still people working on the land who possess the
skill to use a mortise axe, but they are a dying race.
Skilled workers demonstrate the technique at Timbertown on
the New South Wales north coast at Wauchope, and Woodworks
at Gympie. In the suburbs, fencing posts for paling fences
have long been delivered pre-morticed by a labour-saving
mechanical morticer, and in the bush the post and rail
fence has long since been replaced by other techniques,
usually the post and wire.
So the mortise axe takes its place on the wall alongside
the broadaxe, the paling froe, the adze, the wedge and
maul, the crosscut saw and the pitsaw. Organizations such
as ours have gladly accepted the responsibility so that
their original purposes and their importance in our history
will not be forgotten.

I
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COLLECTING MEANS PROTECTING:
PRACTICAL CRIME PREVENTION
FoR TooL COLLECTORS

(0b a <JaQ�
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Written By Roy Fuller Melbourne. Victoria

-.

-hen looking after valuables of any kind,
!{ including tools, practical crime prevention is
�
�-��-, � basically common sense. Whilst this is true, it
,-�..;,,-.
\
\
;�
:.<�
is also clear that we need to give more
11
�--- -- conscious consideration to these security
issues. Generally being aware of what to do to safeguard
property is not satisfactory unless, of course, we apply
this information. As S id turned out to be a collector
himself, he knows that any collectables including tools
cost money. Therefore there is always a risk, and
collecting should also involve protecting!
What Can We Do: Some Points To Consider

* Keep your collection as secure as possible
* Don't broadcast your hobby unwisely, and dQ be involved

with Neighbourhood Watch
* Avoid engraving where this destroys workmanship or
value, but do use ultra-violet marking. ( Pens are
available from some Neighbourhood Watch areas and
possibly Lions Clubs)

I Collecting

Means
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